TRACK INBOUND PACKAGES AND BUSINESS ASSETS,
ANYWHERE, ANY TIME
Neopost provides the tools you need to automate and manage your operations. Whether it is by tracking the chain of custody
of inbound packages or managing the logistics of your business assets, WTS tracking software gives you the visibility you
need to simplify and better manage processes in your organization. Available as either a cloud-based or on-premise solution,
Neopost has a Web Tracking System to meet your preference and business requirements.

1 RECEIVE

Scan the carrier tracking number on incoming packages,
select the recipient and enter any other data required

2

DELIVER

Choose the fastest internal delivery route based on
recipient location

3

CONFIRM

Capture recipient signature upon delivery

NEVER LOSE ANOTHER INBOUND ITEM AGAIN
Moving mail and packages is a two-way street. Outbound traffic is only half the story. When receiving important mail,
packages and other inbound items requiring proof of delivery at your facility, the tracking process starts all over again.
Manual processes are time-consuming, labor-intensive and error-prone. With Neopost WTS, you can track and monitor the
internal movement and complete chain-of-custody for every piece of accountable mail that your company receives.
Designed for businesses of any size, WTS provides numerous convenient services to automate all your inbound delivery
requirements. It dramatically improves the management of your company’s internal delivery process by increasing reliability,
accelerating productivity and decreasing costs.

logisticSolutions

NEOPOST WEB TRACKING SYSTEM
KNOW WHERE EACH ASSET IS LOCATED
Tracking accountable mail and packages is only part of the story. WTS’ Asset Tracking Module enables you to track the
internal movement and location of your organization’s physical corporate assets. Catalog, track and trace items such as
electronic equipment, software licenses, furniture, tools, office supplies and much more.
WTS will display the item description, location, date received, serial numbers, physical condition, movement, identification of
the employee who moved it and the signature of the employee who has custody of the item. WTS provides the details you
need to pinpoint the location of assets in real time and manage your work location with confidence, all from your computer.

NEOPOST WTS KEY FEATURES
Simple and intuitive user interface

Capture images of delivered packages and mail

Auto-recognition of carrier tracking numbers

Import employee databases

Schedule delivery and pickup times

Record image to capture proof of damaged goods

Track mail pouches, multi-package containers
and their contents

Instant access to real-time package and accountable mail status

Monitor full chain-of-custody details

Immediate identification of misrouted and undelivered items

NEOPOST HAS A WTS DEPLOYMENT SOLUTION TO MEET YOUR NEEDS
WTS (Cloud-based)
Quick and effortless to install and maintain, WTS provides the economies of scale that makes cloud computing so attractive.
All you need is a PC with an Internet browser. No servers, database licensing, data backups or extra IT services.
WTS-P (Premise)
For clientele that prefer a premise-based
solution, WTS-P is available in three product
levels including Basic, XE and Enterprise
Solutions. Our knowledgeable sales team
will help determine the WTS-P solution that
best fits your company’s requirements.
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